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“The future is not some place we are going to, but one we are creating.
The paths to it are not found but made, and the making
of these pathways changes both the maker and the destination.
Dr. Peter Ellyard “Commission for the Future”

Figure 1. Extensive open space at Kybram Fauna Park.

“VISION: To be northern Victoria’s premier wildlife attraction.

Figure 2. Shady grey box wooodland at Kybram Fauna Park.
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Figure 3. Kangaroos in open woodland at Kybram Fauna Park.

Executive Summary
Opened in 1976, Kyabram Fauna Park (KFP)
has operated under a Committee of Management (COM) since 1999. Following the resignation of the previous Committee of Management in 2018, Campaspe Shire Council and
the Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning (DELWP) committed to maintain
the operation of the park and ensure appropriate governance practices were in place for
the ongoing management of the park. A new
committee comprised of senior managers from
DELWP, Campaspe Shire Council and Zoos
Victoria was formed in July 2018. The committee has been working towards reinvigorating the
park and producing a strategic plan for the ongoing success of the park into the future. The
current committee will then seek to hand over
to a skills-based community committee.1 Here
follows the physical master plan, including summaries of the strategic and operational plans
and early findings of the ongoing wetland study.
Set in the agriculturally productive Goulbourn
Valley and near the growing Murray River tourism area, but also somewhat hidden among
winding secondary roads, Kyabram Fauna Park
is focused on renewal. Building upon its large
55 ha size, including about 36 ha of seasonally flooded wetlands and migratory waterfowl
habitat, remnant patches of endangered grey
1 Office of Campaspe Shire Council CEO 21 May 2019.
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box grassy woodland and a strong tradition of
endangered species breeding and community
support, KFP has a new vision and purpose:
“Our vision: To be northern Victoria’s premier
wildlife attraction.”
“Our purpose: To provide meaningful and
memorable visitor experiences, that educate
and inspire action to protect wildlife and its
habitat.”
This will be achieved through the four pillars
of welfare, conservation, sustainability
and unique visitor experience and by creating a compelling Goulbourn Valley wetland
oasis reminiscent of natural pre-settlement
landscapes which also harvest and treat the
town’s storm water and help mitigate both
future droughts and floods. In addition to
family friendly encounters with native species, a few highly social and active species
such as meerkats, lemurs and tamarins will
add excitement, global conservation connections and financial sustainability. Open range
habitats for large native species can later be
converted to display charismatic African species such as cheetah, hunting dogs, zebra,
antelope and ostrich, utilizing state-of-the-art
animal rotation to add variety and change to
both the animal’s and visitor’s experiences.
Active presentation and conservation of native
species, including breeding and release programs, remains a priority.
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Figure 4. Riparian river red gum on site.

Introduction
This document is organized into three major
areas. The first looks back, summarizing the
regional, local and project site context: natural,
economic, structural and operational. The second looks forward with the plan for action expressed in vision, purpose, strategy and guiding
principals for management, development and
operation. The third section provides a walkthrough narrative illustrating proposed developments and visitor experiences.

Regional Economic Context
Kyabram Fauna Park (KFP), is located on the
southern side of Kyabram township in Campaspe Shire in the heart of the Goulbourn
Valley’s rich dairy and orchard region in north
central Victoria. The combined populations of
surrounding regional districts of Goulburn Valley (Shepparton), Upper Goulburn (Seymour),
Campaspe (Echuca, Kyabram) and Bendigo

Setting the Scene
Regional Geographic Context
The Goulbourn Valley is fertile alluvial land
between the Great Dividing Range and Murray
River, shaped in lower reaches by river deposits. Low rainfall (400-500mm/year) created a
pre-settlement landscape and ecosystem of
grey box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) grassy woodlands (now endangered) with red gum (Eucalyptus camaldulenis) riparian woodlands following
drainage courses.

This is Yorta Yorta Country
The Yorta Yorta people are Traditional Owners
of the riverine plains of the Goulburn
Catchments as well as adjacent lands north
of the Murray River.
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Figure 5. Goulburn Valley.
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Figure 6. Large grey box on site.

total about 256,000. The average family income is around 80% of the national level and
population growth has been slow but is increasing.

Community Context
Kyabram has a population of around 7,600
and is an orchard and fruit growing centre. The
subdivision east of the park, “Fauna View”,
featuring “…views of the fauna park”, is being
expanded. The park’s development and operation have primarily been supported by a proud
local proactive community.

Figure 7. Kyabram map.
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Figure 8. Aerial photograph of site and land ownership.
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Site Areas and Ecosystems
The 55ha site occupies both Campaspe Shire
and crown land. Approximately two-thirds of
the site exists as artificially created shallow
lagoons designed as town storm water retention
and evaporation basins with a capacity of about
150 mega litres.2 These basins and their largely
non-native vegetation attract a diverse range of
waterfowl and other wetland species, both permanent and migratory, and are thus registered
in the DELWP Wetland Overlay. In their KPF
wetland ecosystem assessment Biosis identified small residual fragments of four regionally
important vegetation types, lignum swamp, red
gum swamp, plains grey box woodland and tall
marsh, although most vegetation is comprised
of introduced willows and pepper trees. The

study found that the present lagoons designed
for evaporation “…are incompatible with the
establishment of a sustainable native wetland”.3
Yet so important are even seasonally available
wetlands in this reasonably dry area (under
500mm/annum), the study identified 14 nationally significant and 12 state significant bird
species seen or likely to frequent this area. If
this unintended wetland habitat can have such
regional importance, there is great promise for
the ecologically based wetland being planned
for the park.
3 Biosis, “Kyabram Fauna Park Preliminary Constraints Assessment”
dated 22 March 2019 (only included existing wetland area).

2 Spiire Water Balance Report, 20 March 2019.

Fig. 9. Evaporation lagoons flooded and semi-dry and lined with non-native willows.
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Existing Fauna Park Area
The remaining third of the property houses the
wildlife park proper opened in 1976 and operated under DELWP license. The park displays
a range of vertebrate and invertebrate native
animal species and was once reputed to have
had the second largest collection of Australian native fauna in Victoria, breeding several
high-profile threated species.

Figure 10. Waterfowl viewing tower.

Figure 11. This grey box grove is the future location of the event lawn.

Figure 12. Reptile house.

Figure 13. Heritage Hazelman’s Cottage.

Figure 14. Education Centre.

Figure 15. Existing café.
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Site Vegetation
Site vegetation includes several handsome
mature grey box, mostly in the western area
of the site including the John Pilley Reserve
(playground, irrigated lawns and parking area)
and just inside the park bordering Bird Lake,
where they provide a welcome shade canopy over much of this area. The mid-area of
the park contains a wide variety of introduced
eucalypt species as well as groves of their
mid-sized seedlings. Shrub vegetation within
the park is composed mostly of salt bush and
while enclosed with protective wire mesh, is
heavily browsed by the free-ranging Kangaroo
Island grey kangaroos. The eastern area of the
site is presently inhabited by large numbers of
free-ranging red and grey kangaroos and emu.
It is heavily grazed, although there are scattered red gum trees, some of decent size, as
well as red gum thickets. While site soil appears
to be fine grained alluvial silts and clays, these
have not been tested and some saline areas
may be encountered. In the areas of high public
use without surfaced pathways compaction is a
pronounced problem. Without irrigation, surface
vegetation inside the park follows natural seasonal cycles with grass and forbes appearing
with the rains autumn through spring and drying
and disappearing through summer and early
autumn.

Existing Infrastructure
The perimeter of the park is encircled with an
ineffective predator-proof fence and predatory
foxes and cats continue to threaten many animals sustained by the park. The entry building,
including café, gift shop and operator’s residence, the notable Education Centre and traditional reptile house are substantially sound,
but require significant upgrades. Of the two
public toilet blocks, one is outside the entry in
the John Pilley Reserve and the other is about
150m from the entry and café and is said to
have plumbing problems. The koala exhibits
are adequate by present standards but should
be upgraded further and the large aviary is an
outstanding feature. The heritage Hazelman’s
Cottage and farm equipment displays operated
by the Kyabram and District Historical Society
are interesting and valuable, but in need of
maintenance and upgrades. Several small aviaries scattered about the site can be relocated
and concentrated for visitor impact and ease of
Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan

			

maintenance. Most other animal facilities should
be phased out and replaced as described later
in this master plan.
The present town water supply is said to be
very inadequate.4 The park has entitlement to
25 ML of raw channel water annually at present
rates, but treating this for both domestic and
irrigation use would be costly. Several old bores
have been identified, but not tested.5 Local
knowledge is that these are shallow (about
25m) with saline water.6 All electrical, power,
sewer and IT infrastructure will need inspection,
and most will require updating not only for proper operation, but also to find savings in power
and water use.

Existing Animal Care
Existing animal care and site management
staff and volunteers have been operating at
reduced and unsustainable levels and deserve
recognition for their tireless dedication during
this difficult transitional period. New director Mr
Lachlan Gordon is now fully engaged in task reorganization and streamlining while developing
an operational plan embracing both growth and
long-term sustainability.

Past Attendance Levels
Annual attendance reached a high of 47,500
in 2013 – 2014 and declined to 35,640 during
2016 – 2017.7 More recent information is unavailable, though attendance appears to have
dropped considerably since then.8

Time for Change
This decline in revenue, degrading of infrastructure and landscape and the difficulties associated with under staffing prompted the Committee
of Management to initiate this new master planning and strategic initiative. Simultaneously the
gradually drying climate together with predicted
frequency of severe droughts and floods signal
the time has come to re-imagine the present
storm water retention and evaporation lagoons
as integrated, multi-benefit ecological infrastructure, mitigating flooding, harvesting, biofiltering
and saving valuable storm water for park irrigation, while creating valuable scenic amenity,
wildlife habitat and regional tourist revenue.
4
5
6
7
8

Mr Jeff Perry, past acting director, personal communication.

Spiire Water Balance Report 20 March 2019.
Mr Jeff Perry, past acting director, personal communication.
From KFP Annual Reports gathered by Ms Karen Oliver.
Mr Jeff Perry, past acting director, personal communication.
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Moving Forward —
Long-term Vision,
Physical and Strategic Plan
Strategic Plan

Guiding Principles “True North”10

Developed for the Committee of Management
by Ms Karen Oliver, regional tourism consultant
and park director Lachlan Gordon,9 the strategic
plan outlines the following:

1. We are a business, efficient, accountable,
sustainable; attracting key people for animal
care, education, marketing, events, horticulture,
volunteers, visitor services; creating equable,
reciprocal partnerships among all stakeholders,
including the community at large, visitors, staff
and volunteers and fully managed, semi-freeranging and free-ranging wildlife and plants in
our care.

Our Vision:
To be northern Victoria’s premier wildlife attraction.

Our Purpose:
To provide meaningful and memorable visitor
experiences, that educate and inspire action to
protect wildlife and its habitat.

Our four pillars of the plan are:
Welfare – The welfare and wellbeing of our
wildlife is paramount.
Conservation – We are committed to contributing to wildlife habitat conservation.
Sustainability – Business sustainability will ensure we deliver ongoing benefits to wildlife and
to the community.
Experience – Interactions with wildlife and
environment will make our visitors feel a part of
nature.
9 KFP Draft Strategic Plan 2019-2024 15 May 2019.
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2. Optimize points of difference, close animal
encounters, immersive display areas, free-ranging animals, wetland oases and ‘deep’ presentation of local landscapes and heritage.
3. Become a model for other communities and
fauna parks.
4. Invest in the future of this bio-region.
5. Integrate storm water bio-management
systems and wildlife habitat, operated, taught
and demonstrated with immersive, discovery
experiences of riparian landscapes of intermittent waterways, billabongs and lakes, oases in
semi-arid grey box and red gum woodlands.
6. A local Yorta Yorta heritage overlay is sought
on both spiritual and sustainable wetland/woodland lessons.
10 Directions from advisor Glen Holland, Werribee Open Range Zoo,
Zoos Victoria.
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Visitor Experience Guidelines11
1. A place to fall in love with native fauna and flora
2. Close encounters with many species of native and
exotic mammals, birds, reptiles, fish and invertebrates,
including nocturnal and aquatic creatures.
3. Day/night openings inhabit twilight and night landscapes (seasonal or weekly).
4. Kids’ active nature/water play/discovery area and a
birthday party room.
5. Family friendly, exciting, accessible features near
park entry for smaller children and older caregivers
and active discovery areas for older children, encouraging repeat visitation.
6. Park organized into sequential experience zones
and operational areas. (Described in more detail in
following walk-through narration.)
7. The concepts shown are aspirational. Actual development will depend upon final design and available
resources.
11 From COM Strategic Workshop on 3 September 2018 and first planning
workshop 5 February 2019.

Figure 16. Animal encounter examples.
Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan
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Wetland and Oasis Landscape
Guidelines
1. Develop a unique riparian theme as part of
a “green infrastructure” integrated town storm
water management system, supported by detained/retained storm water, deep alluvial soil,
existing threatened grey box woodland and
local wetland landscape set in the Goulburn and
Murray River bioregion and tourism zone. Few
fauna parks overtly champion their local landscapes and biomes. This may be a valuable
point of difference.
2. Seasonal waterway and billabong landscapes on both the west and east sides of the
park create shaded waterside oases much
loved by local wildlife, residents and tourists.
3. Incorporate important Yorta Yorta knowledge
and stories associated with local riparian landscapes and sustainable food sources for local
people.
4. Riparian landscapes are centres of biodiversity with excellent close-up viewing and interactive potential (example supervised public animal
care and habitat restoration activities). Typical
animals might be large fish, perhaps including
eels, in Bird Lake, open seasonal waterways
and billabong system, along with insects and
arthropods, amphibians and turtles, aquatic
mammals like platypus and water rat as well as
waterfowl and marsh birds.
5. Waterside gallery forests provide habitat for
wild terrestrial reptiles and mammals, arboreal
mammals, bats, passerines and raptors.
6. Unique visitor experiences from bridges,
pontoons, underwater viewing, feeding turtles,
waterfowl, fish and eels as well as land animals
like kangaroos.
7. Relative ease of construction using local
heavy-duty farm and road building equipment,
perhaps donated or operated by volunteers.
8. Use seasonally abundant harvested town
storm water and abundant solar power to create
a low maintenance ‘green’ wetland management system.

Animal Management Guidelines
Animals in the park’s care will be managed to
obtain the highest degree of welfare, to literally
thrive, using positive reinforcement methods,
building mutual trust with caregivers and enlisting the animals’ active collaboration in their
care. Emphasis will be on providing animals
enhanced and growing opportunities for choice,
control, change, challenge and competence.12
Animal management will be science-based and
delivered with empathy and skill. Five levels of
animal management will be provided.
1. Intensive management for species managed
in enclosures of moderate to large size, including flex areas in which different individuals,
groups or species rotate through each other’s
areas on a time-sharing basis.13
2. Non-intensive management for species being managed for eventual release or as founders in release programs.
3. Semi-free ranging animals sharing large
areas with visitors, for example King Island kangaroos, emus, koalas and other small marsupials, reptiles and amphibians sharing the green
garden zone and wetlands with visitors.
4. Free-ranging wild birds, mammals, reptiles,
fish and arthropods conditioned to voluntarily
seek positive interactions with staff and visitors.14 Park staff have the same responsibility
for the welfare of these animals as they share
with actively managed animals.
5. Fully wild resident and migratory waterfowl
and wading birds attracted to the wetlands and
all other native wildlife, large and small, fish or
fowl, sharing the park area will be encouraged
and knowledgeably supported with a minimum
of intrusion.
Display and interpretation of native species,
including breeding and release programs for endangered native species, will remain the focus.
In addition, highly visible, active, exotic species
from similar biomes will be added to enhance
visitor experience and support financial sustainability
12 http://www.joncoedesign.com/pub/PDFs/EmbedEnrichmentDesigners2017Wroclaw.pdf.
13 http://www.joncoedesign.com/pub/PDFs/MxdSpRo.pdf.
14 http://www.joncoedesign.com/pub/PDFs/Unzoo2005.pdf.
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Figure 17. Park landscape zones.

Park Landscape Zones
The park will be divided into unique landscape
zones, each with its own look and feel while
responding to varied functional needs improving
sustainability and adding variety to the visitor’s
experience.
1. Green garden zone. This lush irrigated zone
includes the arrival and parking area, park entry/exit area and the initial areas of concentrated family activities in shaded outback station or
garden-like settings to encourage repeat visitation by locals with young children. This is the
area where smaller exotic species will be seen
as well as indigenous animals and birds.
Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan

			

2. Grey garden zone. Emphasising drought
resistant native plantings, this area will be
unirrigated (except for planting establishment)
and demonstrate natural seasonal variations,
providing an indigenous landscape setting for
the animals living in this zone.
3. The Discovery Trail contains large areas
with a meandering seasonal waterway, red gum
woodland and seasonally brown areas.
4. Seasonal lake landscape and ecosystems.
5. North service zone with management and
staff quarters in functional buildings and yards.
6. South service area with animal holding and
koala browse plantation.
7. Small, boutique overnight ‘safari camp”
overlooking animal areas with five to ten tented
sites.
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Figure 18. Circulation plan.

Circulation System
A clear, self-evident circulation system connecting services and attractions in a logical, fully
accessible, yet beautiful way is essential to
providing good visitor experiences.
1. Primary path, an east-west main path
(spine) with a southern lakeside return loop.
This paved surface will be 1.5 – 2.5m wide in
green garden area and graded topping paths
will be 1.5m wide in remaining areas. Path-side
plantings will maintain a 3m wide clear way for
emergency and service vehicles.
2. Secondary loop pathways connecting to
main spine, will have a paved surface 1.0 –
1.5m wide in green garden area and will be
graded topping 1.2 metres wide in remaining
areas.
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3. Tertiary loop pathways and discovery trails
connecting to secondary and primary pathways,1.0m wide with graded topping, in green
garden area and natural walking tracks in other
areas.
4. Special surfaces such as bridges, board
walks, pontoon floating decks and such with appropriate safety rails will allow close encounters
with wetland areas.
5. Fenced pedestrian tunnels through Tasmanian devil and dingo exhibits would resemble
linear vine covered arbours enclosing people
rather than animals.
6. Guided walks would include animal encounters within animal areas and “behind-thescenes” visits.
7. Service and emergency circulation will follow
the northern and eastern property lines minimizing conflicts with pedestrian routes.
Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan

Fencing Concept

Development Style

1. Predator proof fence. The core green garden
zone, heritage and grey garden zones would
be surrounded by a 2.4m high predator proof
Colorbond fence (about 1000m long).

Buildings, renovations, fencing, safety rails, furnishings and graphics will be designed with the
following qualities:

2. The remainder of the site would be protected by a 2.4m high predator proof mesh fencing
with mesh apron replacing the existing perimeter fencing in stages as needed.

Rural, regional, agricultural, energy efficient
and sustainable, accessible, well adapted and
functional, emphasising native landscapes rather than buildings. “Green”, sustainable design,
materials and operation, demonstrating energy,
water, food and financial self-sufficiency and life
cycle costing.

Figure 19. Light internal predator proof fence and gate, Healesville Sanctuary.

3. Once the entire property, including the wetland area, is contained in predator proof fencing, existing fencing between the present public
area and the wetland can be replaced with a
suitable 1.2m high pedestrian fence or safety
handrail system allowing unobstructed vistas
across the lake and marshes.
4. A new 2.4m high predator proof mesh fence
will be installed along the north property line
where neighbouring residential properties have
built sheds against the existing fence, providing
access for predatory foxes and cats. Consideration must be given to preventing reoccurrence
of such neighbour-provided incursions along the
eastern property line when homes are developed there.
5. Plant protection and visitor safety fencing.
Fine black poultry mesh fencing 2.4m high will
enclose planting areas to minimize damage by
free-ranging animals in the green and grey garden areas. The same material would be used
to make small animal tunnels under planting to
provide escape sanctuaries for free ranging animals in these areas while protecting plantings
from these small animals. These retreat areas
can also be used to weigh and trap semi-freeranging mammals or unwanted pest species.
Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan
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(Refer to cover page)

Descriptive label

Existing Tree
with Bird Nest

Red Gum Swamp
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Animal management area.

Retardation basin outlet.

Lookout tower.

Bird encounters / free flight aviary.

Endangered species breeding area.
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Figure 20. Overall Master Plan.
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Kyabram Fauna Park

Development Narrative
Green Garden Zone

The green garden zone (irrigated lawn
and shrub areas) begins with arrival
at the site, with expanded, tree-shaded parking in John Pilley Reserve
of about 98 vehicles. A future north
parking area for about 110 vehicles
is also planned for a total parking
of about 200 vehicles. When typical
vehicle occupancy is four people per
vehicle and parking areas average
2.5 turnovers per day, this would
support about 2000 visitors per peak
day. This parking would be carefully
designed to protect existing large grey
box trees. The present play area may
need to be relocated.

Entry and Cafe
A welcoming new entry with a drop-off
plaza surrounded with a native vine
Figure 21. Car park, entry and green garden zone.
covered arbour leads to a new ticketing
booth accessible by staff working in the
café. Ticketing could include an electronic card or wrist band and turnstile system,
allowing non-ticketed patrons to use café
and gift shop without purchasing tickets.
Immediately inside will be a new toilet
block.

Figure 23. Meerkat.

First Exhibits

The first exhibit encountered for strong
first and last impressions, will be meerkats, which also can be seen from the
entry and from inside the café. Nearby

Figure 22. Entry and green garden zone.
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Wild species which could be recruited with staff
conditioning include many species of parrots,
cockatoos, honeyeaters, wrens, bower birds,
currawongs, waterfowl and such. Active freerange mammal species could include bats, possums and gliders and reptiles like lizards and
turtles. Public demonstrations in responsible
bird feeding, home wildlife gardens and such
would be included.

Figure 24. Ring-tailed lemur.

visitor will encounter active ring-tailed lemurs on
nearby islands and tiny tamarins on a tree

Figure 26. King parrot.

Play Area
A nature-themed water play area and nature
discovery/play area with tree houses and canopy walkways will be installed between the
present Education Centre and car park. Happy
shouts for playing kids will welcome visitors.

Figure 25. Tamarin.

canopied island flanking the Education Centre, with tamarin access into discovery rooms.
Large, gentle capybara may share aquatic areas with the tree-loving tamarins. Each of these
species can be visited up-close during scheduled encounters.
The green garden area will include a partly
shaded function lawn with access from future
north parking area.
Semi-free ranging native species including
koala, Kangaroo Island kangaroo, emu and
bandicoot, pademelon and other species more
active during evening park openings will be free
ranging in the green garden area and will be
provided with retreat areas during the daytime.
20								

Figure 27. Nature play area.

Education Centre
The Education Centre will be refurbished with
a new accessible entry ramp and deck and
updated exhibits, for example living insect and
arthropod displays with enhanced electronics
and social media connections. The present
outstanding lake viewing area will be provided
with a protective new headwall and outdoor
boardwalks for events hire. Redevelopment of
the lake and wetland species will enhance this
view still more.
Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan

Figure 28. When restored, Bird Lake could resemble this waterfowl area at Healesville Sanctuary.

A school group picnic shelter will be built outside the Education Centre with views into the
tamarin exhibit.

Adminstrative Offices

ed. Semi-free-ranging koala (with supplemental feeding) will move on canopy bridges from
existing tree-to-tree following daily changing
browse provision stations within the green park
area.

The existing “Original Park Building” will be renovated as an administrative office. These functions may later expand to the new north service
centre when it opens.

Bird Lake
Restore Bird Lake as part of the park-wide
biofiltration system with supplemental aeration
and reed beds. Opportunities exist for mesh
covering, floating pontoon walkways and fish/
eel/turtle feeding.

Koala Encounter
The koala photo encounter area will be expandKyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan

			

Figure 29. Koalas.
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Figure 31. Dingo habitat.
Figure 30. Grey garden zone.

Grey Garden Zone
This area will have drought resistant native
trees and shrubs with supplemental irrigation,
farm style paddocks and heritage orchard.

Heritage Outpost
The existing historic Hazelman’s Cottage, outbuildings and agricultural machinery displays
belong to the Kyabram & District Historical Society. With their support, the following additions
are recommended to be managed by park staff.
1. Demonstration orchard and vinyard of heritage fruit varieties.
2. Heritage domestic animal breeds.
3. Hay barn farm play area.
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Figure 32. Tasmanian devil display.

Tasmanian Devil Display
Tasmanian devil display with walk-through pedestrian mesh tunnel and pop-up viewing.

Gold Mine
The proposed “gold mine” would tunnel under the wombat exhibit with views up wombat
tunnels to daylight. This would also simulate a
short length of a local historic mine, displaying
some machinery from the times.
Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan

Figure 33. Representative species.

Figure 34. Bird, reptile
and night encounters.

Bird Encounter
The existing large walk-through aviary will be
joined with other display aviaries and back-ofhouse holding and breeding areas for maximum
impact. Up-close bird encounters will be provided throughout the area.

Repile Encounter
The refurbished and expanded reptile house will
be combined with a large new night encounter
pavilion (nocturnal exhibits).

Night Encounter
The new night encounter pavilion will be attached to the reptile encounter to give guests
enough time for eyes to adjust to darkness and
back to outdoor light levels. The visitor experience would recreate a walk through the local
woodland at night using nocturnal immersion
displays. Hidden black mesh dividers would
separate areas displaying species such as
quolls, gliders, possums, pademelons, bandicoots, bats, platypus, water rats, local fish and
Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan

			

such. Up-close encounters with night creatures
would be provided.

Fire Circle
A simple “fire circle” (mini amphitheatre) will be
provided for small group wildlife demonstrations. Many impromptu wildlife encounters will
occur along pathways, on lawn areas and even
in the entry plaza.

Raptor Encounter
Raptor encounter will feature large, interchangeable flight areas where bird-of-prey training and enrichment sessions would be open to
the public (no formal bird show). This location is
well screened from other birds, with long views
of large open areas. Raptors will also be flown
in free-range demonstrations.

Dingo Habitat
Dingo habitats will have a large, elevated area
with a walk-thru pedestrian mesh tunnel and will
feature scheduled ‘meet the dingo’ encounters.
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Figure 35. Emu, kangaroo
and Discovery Trail plan.

Discovery Trail and Flex Exhibits
Four large flex exhibits, used interchangeably,
will allowing animals to rotate and time-share,
providing greatly increased areas and opportunities for exploration while reducing grazing
pressure. Initially kangaroos, wallabies, emus,
dingos and Tasmanian devils would be seen
here. In the future charismatic African species
from a similar biome, such as cheetahs, hunting dogs, zebra, ostrich and antelope, could be
featured.
The visitor pathway passes through a gateway
in the predator-proof fence, revealing broad
vistas over a seasonally dry river bend. Visitors
then cross to a central wooded island surrounded by grassy woodland animal habitats. Animal
encounters would be staged there, and the
area could be used for school group camp outs
or environmental performances.

labies are in adjacent exhibits visitors can walk
among them. When adjacent areas have dingos or Tasmanian devils, scheduled, guided
encounters would be provided. The covered
veranda around the river lodge will also provide service access to underwater trash racks
for removal of leaves, branches and other flow
reducing materials in the water moat.
The second half of the visitor path is a boardwalk down the centre of the moat providing
unique vistas into the animal habitats on both
sides (and hiding the animal barrier below).

River Lodge
The river lodge bridging the water moat provides close encounters in two habitat areas
providing needed shade and shelter for guests
and venues for indoor “outback” events.
When animals like kangaroos, emus and wal24								

Figure 36. River lodge.
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water-moat banks would be overhung with river red gums, a natural
part of local wetland ecosystems.
Native birds and smaller animals
would be attracted to viewing areas
using shade, natural shelter, water
and food enticements.
Fill material from excavating barrier
moats would be used to contour
animal display areas, creating low
hills and screening cross views.

Figure 37. Proposed seasonal water moat animal barriers.

Barrier Moats
Exhibit barriers would be fences sunken in
water in reed-filled channels resembling river
meanders. They would be water-filled during
wet periods and functioning as flood water
storage areas. While the tops of fencing would
be visible, visitors would not be looking through
fences to see the animals. Water levels would
naturally vary by season creating valuable habitat for free-ranging native riparian animals and

Figure 39. Existing channel resembling proposed water moat.
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Figure 38. Alternate African animals.

Charismatic African Woodland Animals
Advisor Glen Holland and General Manager
Lachlan Gordon recommend an alternative to
displaying common Australian animals such
as emu and especially kangaroo in these very
large areas. Kangaroos are commonly seen in
rural areas. The four large rotation exhibits are
equally suited for charismatic African woodland
animals such as cheetah, hunting dogs, ostrich,
zebra and oryx antelope. This option is expected to increase attendance and earned revenue.
Most of these species are well suited to training
and close-up encounters. On the other hand,
kangaroo and emu can already be seen in the
green and grey garden areas while dingos,
wombats and Tasmanian devils will inhabit the
grey garden area. Rare Australian mammals,
reptiles and birds will continue to be the focus of
most KFP animal encounters, education programs and conservation initiatives.
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Figure 40. Safari camp overlooking large animal rotation exhibit area.

Safari Camp
Safari-style “tented camp” accommodation
would front on a billabong (old brolga exhibit)
and overlook the large animal rotation exhibit
area. Campers would have access by
prepurchased key card from both Lake Road
(from west) and Beech Street (east entry).
Ten units are shown, but actual numbers depend upon further business planning.

One long-term option could be to provide a high
quality serviced overnight experience with
animal encounters, firelight talks, night and early morning wildlife walks and such. An initial alternative is to provide minimal accommodations
for self-contained campers, while also providing
the park naturalist guided experiences. This
could be further developed with some self-contained cabins operated like a caravan park.
The safari camp could be operated by the park
or by a concessionaire.

Figure 41. Example of a high-end tent camp in the Kimberley region.
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Figure 43. Spoonbill.

Figure 44. Lake view.
Figure 42. Future event centre.

Future Lake View Event Centre
and Restaurant
The lake view event centre and restaurant
(future project on land to be reclaimed from the
present evaporation lagoon) is on Lake Road
just west of the existing Education Centre. This
facility could be managed by KFP or tendered
to a specialist operator. A limited number of
upper-level overnight view accommodations
could also be provided. The lake view centre
would be connected to the Education Centre by
shoreline boardwalks for combined events. Day
or night use could include key card access to
the park.
Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan

			

Figure 45. Park expansion.

KFP Southern Parkland Expansion
The integrated wetland plan will provide areas
of future outdoor recreation among extensive
shorelines and marshes.
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Figure 46. North service zone.

North Service Zone
North service zone (designed for staged construction and expansion as needed.)
1. Administration offices, animal health and
wellness centre (visitor viewing), staff facilities
and meeting/lunchroom.
2. Staff parking, electric cart parking and recharging station, food preparation, commissary,
hay barn, materials storage.
3. Maintenance shop and storage facilities.
4. Equipment repair, charging and storage
5. Horticulture, composting and recycle centre.
6. Off exhibit breeding facilities.
7. Animal quarantine (separated from holding
areas).
8. Extensive use of solar energy and batteries.

Koala Browse Plantation
These irrigated crops would be provided based
upon existing standards and would be supplemented by browse harvested from rear property
screen plantings. Area requirements are based
upon 2000 plants per koala, which will provide
feed for additional species, and a buffer against
drought and insect pests and seasonal growth
variability.
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Figure 47. Holding area at Melbourne Zoo.

Figure 48. South service zone.

South Service Zone
3. Animals would be trained with food rewards
South service zone, off-exhibit holding, and
exercise yards combined with browse plantation to come to and through gates at a specific signal.
and city storm water inlet pond,
4. These holding areas and shelters will be
1. Animals from large flex exhibits would be
built on somewhat higher ground (using materikept overnight in animal holding facilities in order to reduce grazing pressure on exhibit areas. al excavated for water moat construction) above
future flooding of exhibit areas in greater than
2. Off-exhibit holding yards would be provided
100-year storms.
with appropriate shelters and adjacent shade
5. Gate locations would be designed to rotate
trees and be interconnected with shift corrals
and short raceways, which could house scales animal groups in multiple patterns for flexibility.
and capture/treatment/shipping cages.
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Figure 49. Storm watershed to Kyabram Fauna Park.

Integrated Storm Water
Management System
The present lagoons receive stormwater runoff from much of the town of Kyabram south of
the railway tracks. Spiire Consultants will plan
the entire wetland system in close collaboration with this Master Plan. Their Water Balance
Study estimates an average annual storm
water harvest of about 93ML. They estimate the
present lagoon capacity at about 150ML. Since
these lagoons are occasionally filled it can be
assumed that rainfall exceeding this quantity
is within the levels of variability, with dry years
contributing much less water. Campaspe
Shire requires a total flood storage capacity of
190ML15 for the site. Spiire’s stormwater management and wetland system design will sat15 Keith Oberin personal communication 12 June 2019.
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isfy functional engineering requirements, local
climate, watershed and runoff trends, existing
stormwater input flows and water quality entering the wetlands. The system will be designed
to clean ‘first flush’ discharge and detain and
clean stormwater for irrigation use by the park
and as wetland habitat for local and migratory
waterfowl before safely discharging any surplus
water further downstream. The design will have
the flexibility to mitigate unusually heavy storms
as well as extended droughts. The goal is to
integrate not only the present lagoon area, but
the entire site into a naturalistic recreation of the
riparian landscapes found before settlement,
while meeting all engineering and biological
requirements and minimizing maintenance and
operational energy use.
Kyabram Fauna Park Physical Master Plan
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Appendix A. Planning Process
Planning process: On 3 September 2018 the
Committee of Management (COM) made up of
senior staff from Campaspe Shire and DELWP,
convened a strategic vision meeting to begin
the planning process to re-energise the Fauna
Park and its wetland areas advised by Mr Glen
Holland, Director of Werribee Open Range
Zoo, one of the three Zoos Victoria parks. Key
findings are summarized as follows and are
included as major influences on the master plan
recommendation described earlier:
1. Theme: Visitor Experience: “A place to fall
in love with native fauna and flora / A place to
experience native wildlife up close / Provide a
memorable visitor experience / Hands on encounters.”
2. Theme: Conservation. “Protecting and promotion of our natural fauna and flora / Protect,
foster and care for the well-being of animals.
Practice sustainability.”
3. Theme: Education. “’Education through experience’ for our community. Sharing knowledge
with the community”
4. Theme: Community. “Engaged local community / Enhancing community involvement – pride
/ Community partnership”.
5. Theme: Business. “Kyabram Fauna Park is
a sustainable, not-for-profit, community operated Park that offers visitors a unique opportunity
to get up close to and learn about Australian
native wildlife”.
Subsequently Mr Holland offered the following
important advice to Mr Lachlan Gordon as he
assumed park directorship.
1. Do we have the correct species, and do they
have strong purpose?
2. How can we maximise visitor engagement?

This master plan study commenced in January
2019 with the wetland study beginning in February and the strategic plan in March.
Key findings of the master planning workshops
4-6 February and 7-8 March include these guiding principles:
1. Create an attracting, safe and convenient
new entry precinct and event areas
2. Introduction of selected exotic animals such
as meerkats, lemurs and tamarins to expand
the biodiversity story and to provide close visitor
encounters
3. Consider adding climate adapted African
species such as cheetah, hunting dog, hyena,
zebra, antelope and ostrich in the large open
habitats to attract additional visitors while providing excellent native animal habitats and
experiences as key outcomes.
4. Develop an integrated wetland ecological
system recreating pre-settlement riparian landscapes and ecosystems while capturing, treating and storing town storm runoff water for park
use.
5. Employ excellent, sustainable business
practice
6. Animal wellbeing as a foundation for all activities
7. Provide close encounters with animals as
the primary educational and personal engagement tool
8. Overlay Aboriginal and early settlement lessons and features
9. Celebrate local wetland and grey box riparian and aquatic ecosystems and embed integrated storm water bio-management and water
security into a uniquely visitor experience and
sustainable infrastructure system.

a. Staff concerns – safety/access etc?
b. Any efficiencies that can be implemented
in the round routine
c. Staff and animal welfare improvements
required?
d. Commercial product opportunities?
e. Horticultural/aesthetic opportunities?
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